
Last Zoom Session – Robson Valley 

Next steps?  What is God calling us to do now?  What else needs to happen 
before we elect new Bishop? 

  

Time for Listening!!! 

Because of who we are, the Territory not a Diocese, breaking new grounds, we 
have laws instead of canons, we can change things instead of being stuck and 
cemented in these old rules.  Next Bishop needs to be able and willing to change 
with the times and not be stuck in ritual ways.  This is our chance to grab this 
opportunity with a new bishop to something new, we are like a fishbowl, people 
are watching us, because we are new entity.   We do not have to be stuck in a 
certain way.  

Something for me in the where two people are with the gospel. 

Progressive bishop?  would it work really?   

Would someone embracing the new, fly?   

Always keep gospel centred.  I think of leader who puts Gospel and God at the 
centre, what would that mean for us.  

We need someone to guide us, keep us focussed on gospel, as we make changes 
for the better. 

One thing, Archbishop Mark MacDonald said, we painted ourselves in a corner so 
now we have to find a way out.  TOTP needs to figure out what corner we are 
painted into and then what direction to take.  

Not sure we know what corner that is?  

How do we differentiate between what to keep and what to throw out, we are 
mired down.  

Process explained re: new bishop by Len to the zoom group.  Issue raised that 
there is no way to name concerns with a person.   

Struck with comment by Archbishop Mark’s emphasis on relationship – impressed 
with his “no one should be left behind.”    If relationship could be qualified better 
when time comes to look at candidates.  

 


